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Q&A New Project Profile: Palomar College Planetarium
By: Mark Trotter

Throughout the
country, the planetariums that were
built during the
1960’s and 1970’s
have reached a point where they
have been demolished, heavily
refurbished, or replaced. At Palomar
College in San Marcos, California
the funding for a new planetarium
had been approved in years prior
to the demolition of the old planetarium.
The new planetarium has 138 seats
under a 50-foot Astro-Tec dome
with a 15 degree tilt.
In addition to the Bowen design
and consultation services, as well
as SD, DD and CD design drawings, infrastructure and equipment
specifications, Bowen Technovation
also installed:

• AstroFXAudio 5.1
Surround Sound System
• AstroFXAurora LED
cove light system
• AstroFXCommander
theater control system
• Instructional presentation package with digital
video distribution and
projection.
• Production Suite
consisting of an editing
room and recording
room including 5.1 audio.
• Internal and external paging and
background music.
• Video and audio monitoring of
the planetarium theater from
director’s office.
We asked Planetarium Director
Mark Lane a few questions about
the project and Bowen Technovation’s involvement in it.

Photo courtesy of Mark Lane

MT- What special challenges did
you encounter in the building of a
new planetarium?
ML – Fortunately we hired Bowen
Technovation as consultants in
the design phase of the new planetarium. Although we had years of
experience of running the old planetarium and had some knowledge
continued on page11...

Introducing... the ALL NEW Bowen Technovation Website
Read about our
projects, our
systems, our
content, and our
people!!!
Access tutorial
videos, cutom
manuals, project
photos, and tech
support!!!
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How to Improve Bid Specs and Designs
By: Jeff Bowen

• Digital audio processing systems/routers with
“global” master control of audio levels in all exhibits.
• Master control system to turn it all on and off at
scheduled times, including on-off control of case
lighting, track lighting, etc. (See David’s article for
more info.)
• Computer input panels at some exhibits for live
presentations.

Here are some problems we regularly
see with bid specs and designs that
come across our desk. These can lead to
in delays in bidding, the need to answer
loads of questions, inconsistent bidding
numbers, poorly installed systems or theater designs,
and, problem disputes and/or disappointments after the
work is completed.

Theater
• Power conditioning
• HDTV tuner for watching DTV educational
programming,
• Computer inputs at front and rear.
• Assistive Listening System for ADA compliancy.
• Headset mic.
• Media content production system.
• Connectivity for live music, panel discussions,
distance learn-ing/conferencing.
• Theater monitor sytem in Operator’s office.
• Intercom to control room, ticketing, theater, queuing.
• Dedicated presentation projector (don’t use your alldome system for this one!)

Problem: Designer visits an old, out of date site and
uses it as a model.
Suggestion: Often, once we are issued a design contract
we look at the SD and DD level work performed by
others and see that obsolete ideas have been included
for months. Usually, those ideas are more costly and
less functional than using new equipment and technology. Ask candidate vendors to see their newest sites.
Problem: Spec includes out of date or discontinued
models.
Suggestion: We see this problem often. This puts the
Owner at risk of being stuck with unsupportable or
obsolete equipment. Holding the designer accountable
is the solution… and be ready for small change orders.

Problem: Systems are
not flowcharted in design
documents for connectivity.
Suggestion: If you do
not put the wiring and
equipment/rack drawings
specifically and accurately in the bid spec you
have no way to guarantee
a perfectly acceptable
installation. You cannot
rely on the contractor’s
word that they will get it right. Standards are usually
described in Part 3 of the CSI spec format.

Problem: Architect and designers assume manufacturers and vendors will fill in the infrastructure requirements later.
Suggestion: We understand that the effort here is to
make sure the vendors have what they need for their
systems. Since it is much more costly (and sometimes
impossible) after the fact, it is best to make all the system selections as early as possible and get the vendors
under contract.

Problem: Specifying equipment or capabilities not
needed by the Operator…or…Not specifying equipment or capabilities needed by the Operator.
Suggestion: In some cases the Operator will not even
know what they do and don’t need. Prod, pester, and en- Problem: Consumer grade equipment is included,
courage them to consider all options no matter how odd which is not often repairable or supportable with any
they may sound. Here are some that are often forgotten: quick turnaround, has short warranties, and usually will
not offer the control or features needed for this type of
Exhibits
work.
• Power conditioning.
Suggestion: See Brian’s article for details about this
• Docent override that lets you use individual exhibit
and how to solve it.
areas live.
continued on next page...
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“How to Improve Bid Specs and Designs” continued from previous page...

Problem: Running video and control cabling too far without “help”.
Suggestion: Most video signals
begin to degrade with as little as 6’
(2m) of cabling. Modern extenders
are available for all types of video
and all types of control signals.
Most run on low cost CAT 5 OR 6
wire. Note CAT 5 and 6 are NOT
interchangeable!!!!.

Suggestion: My pet peeve. We
see some really trashy labeling on
many sites. This photo shows a new
installation done by a well-known,
big-name company. The labels are
hand written, mostly unreadable and

already peeling. Labels should be
machine printed and held on with
clear shrink wrap so they cannot
come off. They should be numbered with a numbering system that
matches the wiring diagrams. This is
usually described in Part 3 of the
CSI spec format.
Want to know more?

Problem: Equipment and design
spec is not tight enough regarding
labeling cables.

Email us at info@bowentchnovation.com or visit our nice new
website. We have many articles
about these subjects there.

Saving $$$ on Utilities... Power Management
By: David Binnewies

Museums, Science
Centers, and Planetariums are becoming much more cost
and environmentally
conscience regarding power use.
To qualify for government grants
and other sources of funding, it’s
becoming more common for buildings to be constructed or renovated
using strict energy guidelines such
as those used for LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design) certification. Even the most
energy efficient device draws power
while in standby mode and this
gets multiplied by every electronic
device in the building, so over time
energy use adds up. This is where an
intelligent integrated control system
like the Bowen FXCommander can
help control power usage and lower
energy cost.
Master Power On/Off Button –
The FXCommander control system
communicates through various
protocols to every electronic device
in your theater or exhibit space. For
example: architectural lighting panels for generic house lights, exhibit

track and case lights, video projectors, flat panel monitors, video playback equipment, LED cove lighting, audio equipment, etc... From a
single location all electronic equipment can be powered down with the
simple press of a touchscreen button
or keyswitch.

closed there is a schedule override.
Along with the daily schedule,
separate screens can be programmed
for each area of the facility, providing more flexibility. For example, if
only part of the building is in use, or
after hours an exhibit needs main-

Remote Locations – Ethernet and
serially controllable power strips are
used for turning on/off devices that
do not connect directly to FXCommander, such as exhibit case lighting. Even equipment that goes into
standby mode, such as personal
tenance, then only these areas are
computers or exhibit displays, can
be turned off at the outlet to help get powered on.
rid of the so called “power vampire”.
Daily Schedule – With
FXCommander, an intuitive
daily schedule can be created
to automatically startup and
shutdown your exhibit space
or theater. The start of day and
end of day times can be easily
changed for special events,
holiday schedules, or seasonal
changes in hours of operation, and on days the facility is
3
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New Portable and Interactive Content for Exhibits and Immersive
Theaters
Go Interactive!
Our four AstroNotes shows are currently running in over 200 sites worldwide in all-dome immersive formats as
well as in traditional “digital slide show” single and multi-screen video formats. The visuals for these popular
programs are now being completely upgraded…and the shows are currently being re-formatted for use in mobile
device apps and in interactive kiosks.
These programs are authored by
well-known space science writers
with their work reviewed by a
panel of four experts for accuracy and flow. All-original visual
images and animations are supported by high-quality multiple
character voice talent and engaging all-original music scores.
The interactive exhibit versions will run as stand-alone single screen or multi-screen
interactives and can be licensed as buyouts or leased for six weeks and up, complete
with touchscreens, casework, graphics panels, etc.
Go App!
The design for these programs as
apps will turn them into engaging
mobile device “game” activities that
teach astronomy topics based on state
and national educational standards…
but, wait…these things are fun!
And don’t forget our custom content work…Whether you
need a simple linear video production, or a touchscreen driven interactive, or a complex production with multiple media
type on multiple display surfaces…we hope you will call.
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New!!! AstroFXCommander “Built-in” Audio Media Player (AMP)
A great new feature has been added to AstroFXCommander systems!
Now, you can store mp3 and uncompressed high quality
wav audio files in folders on the AstroFXCommander
hard drive and play them back anytime you want at the
touch of a button or the click of a mouse.
You can even control playback via your AstroFX wireless
tablet controller.

You simply drop your favorite
audio files into these folders.
Then, select a folder on the AstroFXCommander screen.

AstroFXAudio 5.1/7.1 systems can then “map”
the stereo audio to include rear speakers and
subs.
The system can be expanded to 5.1 and 7.1 playback upon request.
AstroFXCommander Audio Media Player can be
added to existing AstroFXCommander Standard
and Advanced systems.

Here is how it works...
A high-quality digital USB to pro audio interface avoids output of the audio thru the noisy
computer output. Your audio is crystal clear
and free of distracting buzzes and hums.

A list of the audio clips in the
folder immediately appears on
the screen. Just select the one
you want and... play! If you add
or delete files to your folders,
this list automatically updates
and refreshes.

You can add these audio files as playback cues on
the FXCommander timeline and integrate them
right into your shows.

Here are some examples:
• Playback walk-in, walk-out music.
• Select background music for lectures on the fly.
• Integrate additional sound effects into FXCommander
timelines for dramatic playback during shows.
5

• Play back pre-recorded welcome announcements,
audience instructions, etc.
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“Saving $$$ on Utilities... Power Management” continued from page 3...

Occupancy Sensors – Audio and lighting levels controlled by FXCommander can be reduced or turned off
depending on feedback from occupancy sensors, which
saves energy, and also provides a quieter, more intimate experience when only a few guest are touring the
facility.

LED Dimming Control vs. Compact Fluorescent –
Compact fluorescent lamps are more energy efficient
than incandescent, but they take time to reach full
brightness and if dimmable, only have a limited range.
A better alternative is LED lighting, which like the
compact fluorescent fixtures is more energy efficient,
and like incandescent lamps is fully dimmable. Sixteen
Many video projectors have an eco mode, which rebit LED lighting control is built into every FXComduces power and increases lamp life. Using an occupan- mander system, so it’s not just for our planetarium
cy sensor or other trigger, projectors can be run in eco
cove lights. We regularly install very high powered
smooth dimming 16-bit LED fixtures in exhibits and
mode until the show starts. With control of the room
lighting levels, a room can be darkened during a show
architecture.
allowing projectors to operate with lower power, such
as single lamp mode. This also creates better contrast
and a more immersive environment.

Product Profile: Introducing Black Diamond from
Screen Innovations
BT eval by Mark Trotter: “We recently tested the
Screen Innovations Black Diamond screen in our light
controlled “Demo Room” at the Bowen Technovation
office. The screen did a very good job of reducing light
scatter that one would usually see from a standard white
or gray projection screen. Light scatter would typically
reflect off of a screen on to the walls and ceiling of
the projection room and then reflect back on the projected image. Light scatter pollutes the image, reducing
contrast and clarity of the projected image. By greatly
reducing this light scatter, the Black Diamond screen
provided superior contrast and brightness compared to a
typical matte-white or matte-gray projection screen”.

scatter more than 75%, significantly improving not
only the projected image, but overall viewer immersion. Since the Bowen team works in many immersive
exhibit experiences this is truly an important factor in
our work.

“An additional benefit of this screen technology is that
it also rejects a great deal of ambient room light from
above and the sides. This makes for higher clarity
in the projected image. For example, in a museum
display application, the Black Diamond screen does a
great job of rejecting ambient light coming from other
exhibit elements and displays located beside, above, or
even in front of the screen”.

Bright Environment Benefits
In a bright environment, Black Diamond absorbs nearly
all unwanted ambient light in a room. Ambient light
is absorbed above, below, and even in the path of the
projector, allowing the screen to maintain and preserve
the projector’s contrast. Therefore, only the projector’s
light is reflected back into the viewer’s eyes, creating
over 900% more contrast compared to other screens.

Black Diamond G3 projection screen materials reduce
the need for a dark, dedicated viewing environment,
and we are utilizing them as an ideal solution for museums, and other commercial environments.

They also have a “Double Vision” screen that allows
projection on both sides at once. Pretty cool.

Dark Environment Benefits
In a dark environment, Black Diamond reduces light
6
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Digital Audio... When It Does Not Work
By: Brien Barr

Have you ever
tried hooking up
your Blu-ray or
DVD player into
a 5.1 AV receiver with an HDMI
cable expecting to hear 5.1 surround sound audio and find that
you only hear stereo left-right
or no audio at all. How can this
happen????? Hang on…this is a
really techy article.
Formats - Digital audio simply
means that the sound waves have
been translated into 0’s and 1’s.
There are many ways to accomplish this; we call these different
formats. Formats can fit into one
of two categories:
Uncompressed Digital Audio.
• LPCM
• PCM
See later in this article for more
detail.
Compressed Digital Audio.
• Dolby TrueHD
• Dolby Digital Plus
• Dolby Digital
• DTS
• DTS-HD MasterAudio
• Others
See later in this article for more
detail.

the digital
audio format your
source
material
(i.e. DVD,
Blu-ray,
etc.) contains. To
determine this information, look
at the back cover of your DVD or
Blu-ray’s case for the audio format
information. It should say something along the lines of “English
5.1 (Dolby Digital),” “English 5.1
(DTS),” or “English 5.1 LPCM.”
If you do have a decoder in the
system that can handle decoding the
format your source contains, you
should not have any problem getting the true 5.1 audio to play back
through your system. If you do not
have a decoder that will handle your
source’s audio format, you may be
limited to only having stereo playback.

(317) 863-0531 fax

or an “HDMI to OPTICAL Converter.”
Some devices will simply adapt the
audio connector from one digital audio interconnect (HDMI) to another
(optical or coax RCA) and just pass
through the original digital signal,
A converter may convert (downsample) the digital audio to a stereo
digital signal, or convert the digital
audio to analog audio if it is an
uncompressed format (PCM or
LPCM).
A decoder will actually translate
digital audio formats to analog outputs that your system can amplify.
In summary, always use a real decoder when you want to ensure you
are getting true 5.1/7.1 audio.
Now the “See later in this article for
more detail” section.

Uncompressed Digital Audio codes
each individual “sample” of the auInterconnections - It is also
dio into digital information. Think
important to know the differof a “sample” as being a snapshot
ence between digital audio
of the audio at a particular instance.
formats and digital audio inter- Different snapshots of the audio can
connects (connections).
be taken in one second of time.
Digital HDMI and digital
SPDIF connectors (optical or
The common amounts of snapshots
coaxial RCA) are types of interper second (sampling rates) are:
connects.These connections can
output any of the digital audio
formats, so a digital output
does not always output 5.1/7.1
digital audio. A lot of times, it
may only be capable of outputting stereo digital audio.

Decoders - Meanwhile… It is important to know if your digital audio
system has a decoder in the system Converters - An equipment manuto allow you to decode compressed facturer might refer to their product
as an “HDMI to Analog Converter”
formats. You must also make sure
your decoder can actually decode
7
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“Digital Audio.. When It Does Not Work” continued from page 7...

• 44.1 kHz (44,100 snapshots/samples per second)
• 48 kHz (48,000 snapshots/samples per second)
• 96 kHz (96,000 snapshots/samples per second)

Uncompressed formats (i.e. PCM and LPCM audio),
since they contain all of the original information, can
easily be converted from one digital audio interconnect
and format to another (i.e. from HDMI audio to SPDIF
Much like video or photo resolutions, a higher sampling via a coaxial connector, to SPDIF via a OPTICAL conrate (more snapshots per second) will give you a better nector, and so on) or from digital audio to analog audio.
Compressed digital audio formats present another chalaudio image since there is more information taken in
one second of time.
lenge. Since the digital audio is encoded using a codec,
the audio hardware device that is interpreting/processing the digital audio signal has to be able to decode that
Compressed Digital Audio, will predict and repeat
digital audio signal using the same codec with which it
samples based on a previous and following sample to
allow some of the original information to be left out and was compressed. Often to use a codec to decode the
thus compressing the digital audio signal. This means
digital audio, it requires the manufacturer of the audio
compressed formats create an “estimate” of the original hardware to pay a licensing fee to use the codec. The
sound. And just like any other estimate…this can be an two most popular codecs are Dolby Digital and DTS.
accurate estimate or a broad one with room for error.

Product Profile: New Lab.gruppen E Series... Energy Star
Compliant
very minimal current. E Series also introduces a pro-

prietary Rail Sensing Limiter (RSL™) which greatly reduces signal clipping ensuring high quality audio output
at all times.
E Series is also Energy Star 2.1
compliant and is among the first commercial grade amplifiers to carry the
Energy Star mark.
For BT installers and system designers, E Series is
among the easiest products to integrate in successful
systems. While the previous Lab models we used in our
systems were quite high powered (and thus suited for
large, high powered systems), we can slide these new
amps right into our smaller systems while retaining the
quality of a Lab product. With three models featuring
400, 800 and 1200 watt configurations, E Series provides a variety of flexible options and applications. In
addition, the flexible GPIO facilities allow use with 3rd
party control devices.

Lab.gruppen has long been known for being the best in
class Touring amplifiers in the world. In fact, 7 of the
top ten grossing tours over the last couple of years have
been powered by Lab.gruppen. Great sound and superior reliability are key reasons; but just as important,
Lab’s compact, lightweight footprint and extremely
high efficiency save space and energy. From an operational standpoint, that translates directly to the bottom
line with cost savings. Additionally, we have been
featuring Swedish-built Labgruppen PLM and C Series
amplification in our most advanced, highest quality
stereo, 5.1, 7.1 and 8.2 systems…some up to 25K watts
in size.
So, what does the above have to do with facilities and
attractions that are smaller?
The answer to that is latest product range from Lab.
gruppen. The E Series is a new range of high-quality
amplifiers in a cost effective price range. When we
tested the units out at our place, we found Lab borrowing the philosophy of the Touring amplifiers. The
E Series delivers great sound and reliability as well as
extreme efficiency. Without getting really technical,
Lab’s patented IDEEA technology (IntelliDrive Energy
Efficient Amplifier) based around a patented Class D
output stage, IDEEA produces
high power levels with very low
level distortion, all while drawing

When you add up the combination of high performance,
flexible power application and clearly one of the lowest
costs of ownership, Labgruppen E Series is truly a brilliant IDEEA. Talk to one of the knowledgeable professionals at Bowen Technovation about how E Series can
play a prominent role in making your next installation
sound great and stay on target from acquisition to operations.
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Product Profile: Projection Design FL35 LED Projector
• Another advantage is the relatively low power con
The key word…lampless. We mentioned LED projecsumption and heat generation, which can be half of a
tors at AAM in LA a couple of years ago and demoed
standard projector.
them at MAPS 2010. The new versions of the units
have several upgraded features so we want to talk about • By using LED technology this projector does not
need a color wheel. That’s one less moving part to
them again.
break and be replaced and
means no rainbow effect.
• 2560x1600 pixel resolution
• 1200 lumens
The Projection Design
• 12 bit color processing
FL35 we tested in our of• No lamp, no color wheel, and no consumables
fice was the 2560 x 1600
• Warranted for true 24/7 operation
version. This means that
this projector has almost
The new FL35 product arrived at BT in June, and Mark
twice as many pixels as a
and the guys got to put it thru the paces.
1080p projector.
This projector differs from the typical projector in that
it uses three super bright LEDs instead of a standard
The color saturation of the projected image was surincandescent lamp and a color wheel. The advantages
prisingly rich and bright considering that this is a 1200
are numerous.
lumen projector. At first the relatively low brightness
• A typical projector lamp lasts approximately 2,000
might seem to be a disadvantage, however for planhours before needing to be replaced compared to tens etarium and exhibit use this can be a definite positive.
of thousands of hours for a LED based projector. The One welcome feature of this projector is that the LED
LED projector could run 24/7 for over 10 years
brightness is directly controllable. Light output can
before needing replacement.
be controlled to yield blacker blacks and avoid scat• For all practical purposes, the LED is not considered tering light (also see the article about Black Diamond
a consumable item in such a projector, like a lamp.
Screens).
Typically, a standard projector would require four
complete lamp changes running about $2,000 a year, We feel that this is a unique projector solution that will
not counting labor. One can see that over the span of find a home in applications where long, almost maintea few years this cost runs a significant percentage of nance free life, ultra high resolution and power efficienthe cost of the projector.
cy are of prime importance.

Consumer VS. Commercial
Grade Monitors

The Monitor
A flat screen enclosure is comprised of a bezel which
goes around the viewable area of the screen and a casing that covers the back. Sometimes consumer grade
By: Brian Norris
enclosures have aesthetic features such as LED lights
Many manufacturers of commercial
grade LCD/LED monitors also manufac- and fancy looking table stands. And often, they have
ture consumer-grade TV’s and monitors. speakers exactly where you cannot use them...or don’t
Because of the greatly diminished feature set of these consumer products, they
generally come with a reduced price which might entice
one to use a consumer monitor or TV for a commercial grade application. But don’t be tempted. There are
several reasons you could lose money in the long run if
you attempt this approach. Among them are enclosures,
connectivity, product life and warranty. Let me touch on
continued on next page...
those points.
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“Consumer VS. Commercial Grade Monitors” continued from previous page...

want them. Commercial grade monitor manufacturers
understand the need for a more “low key” approach to
design with functionality in mind.
The typical commercial grade monitor has a matte
black finish, small bezel, controls that can be locked
to prevent public tampering, industry standard VESA
mounting connections allowing portrait or landscape
mounting and discreet or non-existent manufacturer
logos. And no speakers to get in the way of casework,
etc..

configuration. Consumer units are designed for roughly
8-12 hours use per day and rely on powered off time to
cool down.
Warranties
In many instances, the commercial use of a consumer
product voids or reduces the warranty. Case in point;
take a look at the following excerpt from the manufacturer’s warranty of a sample consumer-grade LCD unit:
“COMMERCIAL USE OR RENTAL: This product is
not intended for commercial use or rental. Should this
product be used at any time for commercial purposes
or as a rental unit, the limited warranty for parts and
labor shall be 90 days from date of original purchase at
consumer. The opinion of (manufacturer’s name omitted) with respect to this matter is final.”

Consumer products typically use “TV Grade” LCD
modules. The specifications and quality are lowered for
cost savings purposes.
The Inputs And Outputs
Most commercial grade monitors offer a wide variety
of inputs and outputs that support connectors used in
professional installations. These inputs include RS232
for external control (see David’s article about turning
these on and off) , VGA, DVI, HDMI and BNC. Commercial grade monitors also sometimes feature video
loop through capability for multiple display exhibits.
Commercial grade monitors typically do not have builtin tuners to pick up tv stations, since this won’t be used
in your exhibit.

Most consumer LCD/LED televisions offer a one or
two year limited warranty. Service generally involves
the delivery of the unit to an authorized service center
for repairs. Most commercial monitor manufacturers
offer three year warranties standard which can include
parts and labor and on-site service or repair.
Conclusion
Although commercial grade screens still remain more
expensive than consumer units, their features and durability ends up benefiting the purchaser in the long run.

Heat Dissipation
Most people are not
BTW…most of what I stated here applies directly to
aware that electronprojectors of all types, too…and audio amplifiers…and
ics and heat do not
speakers…and…well, you get it.
mix. It is recommended that you
keep your equipment operating in an environment that is at a standard
temperature below 85 degrees Fahrenheit. Some studies
show that every 10 degree increase over 85 degrees
Fahrenheit can potentially reduce your equipment’s
life span by 40%. Consumer-grade TV’s are designed
to remove heat generated by the internal electronics
using fans or ambient airflow designed with the unit in
a landscape (horizontal) orientation. Tilting the unit to
a portrait (vertical) position could severely block the
unit’s ability to dissipate heat and thereby reduce its
operating life.
A good majority of commercial grade units are designed to withstand use for 24 hours a day, seven days
a week and to dissipate heat in horizontal or vertical
10
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“Q&A: Palomar” continued from page 1...

of how to design a new one, I knew
that going forward without consultation was not wise. As a result
we had a fairly smooth construction period from groundbreaking
to completion. During construction
most of the challenges we encountered meant the installation of the
technology was forced to happen
before we were entirely ready for it.
It was challenging to work through
but the guys from Astro-Tec, Bowen
Technovation and E&S worked hard
to get it done on time.
MT- How did you decide what technology would be utilized in the new
planetarium?
ML - Fortunately the College had
the resources to do make our vision
a reality. The new planetarium was
designed to be a state-of-the-art
building from the ground up. The
College adopted the idea of making it the “jewel” of the campus,
a place that would attract residents of the local community to
come to planetarium shows and
perhaps return to the campus
for future events or courses. We
were comfortable with and liked
the Digistar technology and the
suport from Evans & Sutherland
was outstanding.
The new D4 system along with
our presentation technology from
Bowen allows us to fully integrate
all components into a digitally rich
presentation that looks incredibly
realistic, sounds great, and seems
professional in appearance.
MT- Will the technology in the new
planetarium allow you to expand
your program offerings? If so, in
what way?

ML –Having fulldome digital
presentation technology will
allow us the option of purchasing pre-produced shows
from the large variety of
offerings. We have increased
our public nights to every
Friday. The new technology
and the design of the venue
Photo courtesy of Mark Lane
enables us to begin teaching semesintegration of the technology would
ter long astronomy courses in the
be possible.
planetarium and offer the venue to
other disciplines on campus for variMT- Is there any advice that you
ous events and presentations.
would give someone that might be
considering building a new planWe have always produced our
shows in-house but the new technol- etarium?
ogy allows us to do this in a much
ML – Design a planetarium that is a
more sophisticated and professional way. Our shows will be more building that will meet your needs
dynamic as well as educational and now and in the future. My philosophy was to design a building that
entertaining.
was well built as a structure and
would be flexible to accommodate present and future technologies.

Photo courtesy of Mark Lane

MT- Regarding the design team,
what functions were performed by
the architect and which by the BT
design team?
ML – The architects worked with
me to put together a list of “must
haves” and specific design requests
by me. However the realization of
these requests and details required
the guidance of the folks from BT.
Industry standards and best-fit options were chosen by BT and passed
along to the architects so that full
11

Don’t try to do it without consultation by someone who has
solid experience in the industry.
It might seem like your years of
running a planetarium qualify
you to design a new one but
there are issues that were dealt
with that had never occurred to
us. Having someone like Bowen
Technovation examine all of the
individual components and integrate
them together helped make this
building the state-of-the-art venue
that it is that worked reliably from
day one. In the end, I am the one
that will operate this complicated
venue. By being involved in its
design and construction, this new
planetarium has my fingerprints all
over it.
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At the Show…

Recent Projects

IPS 2012
July 22-26
Louisiana Art & Science Museum
Baton Rouge, LA
BT Vendor Presentations
Sunday, July 22 - LASM Auditorium
20:30 & 21:42
Monday, July 23 - Manship Theatre
20:48 & 22:00
Wednesday, July 25 - LASM Auditorium
20:48 & 21:42

Peoria Riverfront Museum
Peoria, IL USA

Instructional Technologies Workshop
Monday, July 23
Start Time: 13:00

Hangzhou Planetarium
Hangzhou, China

Association of Midwest Museums
July 24-25
Crown Plaza Union Station Grand Hall
Indianapolis, IN
Visit Jeff Norris and Dan Ritchie at Booth #17....
GLPA 2012
October 24-27
Pittsburgh Airport Marriot/North Hills High School
Planetarium
Pittsburgh, PA
Visit with a number of BT staff at our exhibit hall
booth!

Darby Creek Nature Center
Columbus, OH USA
Telus/Sparks Science Center
Calgary, Alberta CAN
Old Dominion University
Norfolk, VA USA

West Valley College
Planetarium and Lobby
Saratoga, CA USA
GEHEMS Immersive Theater
Glastonbury, CT USA
Colonel Eli Lilly
Civil War Museum Upgrade
Indianapolis, IN USA

7999 East 88th Street
Indianapolis, IN 46256
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